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CHAPTER III.
KELLY, CUMBERLAND AND HOLCROPT.
The pl a y s °f Gibber and Steele have NUMBER it INFERIORITY of been regarded as representing a transi-
SENT..ENTAL C01ED.ES.
interest has been gradually encroaching upon the comic: to find sentimental comedy proper we must turn to the works of Kelly and Cumberland, its most notorious exponents, or to those of other minor playwrights, such as Hoadly and Holcroft. This serious "genre" of comedy opened up, to even fourth and fifth -rate dramatists of comparatively little or no ability, a particularly easy and profitable way by which to obtain at least a mediocre success upon the stage. The consequence was, that diligent but dull play-wrights and stage -hacks, flooded the theatre with sentimental comedies, either feebly pretending to originality, or sentimentalized adaptations of ancient and earlier modern plays; which were one and all characterized by an absence of good sense, good taste, dramatic insight and literary skill; profuse in counterfeit emotion mingled with a not too healthy prudential morality ; and full of inconsistencies, and sentimental or sensational incidents.
INTEREST of THESE The only claim to notice possessed by COMEDIES.
the majority of these plays, is their historical interest in connection with the decadence of comedy and the phenomenon of sentimentalisni ; having little or no intrinsic heroes for my future dramas, of which I would study to make such favourable and reconciliatory delineations, as might incline the spectators to look upon them with pity and receive them into their good opinion and esteem." Kelly, in his preface to "The School for Wives", declares a precisely similar purpose; he assures us that he will strain every effort to remove from two types of character, the Irishman and the lawyer, those unjust stigmas which a malicious public were constantly placing upon them. THEIR SERIOUS.
Writing with this moral aim in view and TOHE · adopting such a dramatic method, these dramatists of necessity lack much of the humour and 'vis comica' of earlier comedy; for they must not place their immaculate heroines and exemplary heroes in equivocal or ridiculous situations, and vicious characters are almost banished from the stage: in fine, they cannot afford to make virtue appear ridiculous, while vice and folly they dare not exhibit. The pervading, serious tone of most of these plays, renders the term comedy, when applied to them, almost a misnomer; and were it not that the plots often threatening to end ill invariably end well, we should be more justified in terming them domestic tragedies. Occasional, comic glimpses and humourous touches, however, do steal in, but they are not frequent. Kelly's "False Delicacy", for example, is agreeably enlivened by two sprightly characters, Mrs. Harley and Sir Harry Newburgh, but the tone of his remaining comedies, "A Word to the Wise" and "A School for Wives", is consistently and devoutly homiletic. On the other hand, Cumberland does succeed in infusing some humour into certain of his characters and much satiric wit into his dialogue; but they are often so completely overlaid with sentiment and pathetic incident as to be almost overlooked. Neither dramatist, however, possesses sufficient power to sustain the comic interest thoughout the five acts.
MOT PICTURES of
The high life of "society", the sphere ••SOCIETY" ALONE. f rom w hi c h Congreve, Vanbrugh, and Farquhar drew their scenes, was not an available source for these "reverends peres", the dramatists of the sentimental school. It was impossible for them to persistently pursue their moral purpose, and at the same time put on the stage the gaiety, the frivolity, the cynicism and the perverted, if not inverted, code of morality, exemplified in the fashionable life of 'the town'. From this gay life of Court society, in which the sole aim of all alike seems to be the pursuit of pleasure and idle gallantry, in which the only business of the gentlemen appears to be the pursuit of the ladies, and where family life scarce seems to exist, domestic and business duties and relationships are essentially absent. Kelly, Cumberland, and the rest of the sentimental school, found not their material in this Court society, but took their characters, incidents and situations from the more ordinary walks of life, the middle and lower classes, and sought to eliminate from such a social order those prejudices, national, social and religious, which, in their estimation, so grievously marred it. We can see faint traces of the humanitarian movement, in the attempts made to remove from such despised types as the Jew, the Scotchman, and the Irishman, those prejudicial disabilities w r hich had hitherto fallen upon them, and again, in the endeavour to give to business-men in the City, (hitherto regarded as parvenus) a rightful and honourable place in society. In short, they are seeking to obliterate caste distinctions. The bourgeois character of these comedies is at once seen when we look at the scenes and incidents which make up their plots; they are full of such domestic themes as embrace the relationships existing between father and son, husband and wife, lover and beloved, the mistress and her domestics, or business incidents in which are concerned, master, steward, clerk.
Many and varied are the homely scenes and incidents k^en by these dramatists from comparratively humble life. On some occasions, perhaps, we are led to the Chambers (in Inns of Court) of a barrister of such scrupulous integrity as Torrington *), or taken into the confidence of dishonest attorneys like Weasel 2 ) and Earling 3 ). At another time we see the wretched dwelling of Sheva, the Jew money-lender, wherein everything betokens poverty and wretchedness; we are moved with infinite pity for him until we learn that all this parsimony is but to enable him to present fabulous sums of money to needy friends. ' ) "School for Wives". Another scene reveals to us Sheva's servant Jubal who is listening at the key-hole, whereby he gains insight into his master's affairs and at the same time makes 'sotto voce' remarks of a humorous character. The interior working of a merchant's counting-house, supplies the material for another scene, and the merchant's son paying his addresses to the sister of his father's most trusted book-keeper, yet another. The 'modus operandi' of Scud, the prudent apothecary, "with his potion and his pill", gives us, for a change, excellent comedy, while another scene is occupied with the portrayal of life in the kitchen, where the hero Algernon, who has become quite a favourite, had established himself in order to gain audience of his lady-love. An old, second-hand, bookseller's shop is the subject of a scene in the "West Indian". Fulmer and his wife, having just obtained unlawful possession of some valuable jewels, are compelled to leave their stock of books, and leave their shop, therefore making the sage remark, that the balm of philosophy contained in the philosophical literature left upon the shelves will no doubt be sorely needed to heal the angry wounds of the owner of the missing jewels. To change the scene again; we visit the humble cottage of a sailor, Billy Bustler, where Mistress Kate is busy with some household duties, or we enter a cabin on the sea-shore, formed out of an old, inverted, fishing coble, which the happy trio, Old Goodwin, Philip and Lucy, proudly arid lovingly call home. THEIR DOKESTIC.
The domestic interest in which these comedies INTEREST.
are so strong is obvious upon the most casual examination of their themes. "The course of true love never runs smooth", is the text of each and all. The mutual desire of a pair of true lovers is being impeded or thwarted, either by the stubborn opposition of their respective guardians, or by some social prejudice or caste distinction. In " The Wheel of Fortune", it is Harry Woodville and Emily Tempest who, suited to each other in every respect except that of rank and fortune are mutually desirous of a union; but Emily's father, for reasons of personal advantage, is determined to marry his young and beautiful daughter to Sir David Daw of Monmouth Castle, an old, bald-headed, vain, boorish barbarian of a coxcomb, whom she mortally hates and despises. In Kelly's "Word to the Wise", Dormer welcomes Hastings, as his future son-in-law: Miss Dormer's choice rests upon Villars, her father's steward. Sophia, in Cumberland's "Brothers", is promised by her father to Belfield senior: she is courted by his younger brother and ardently reciprocates his passion. These are but a few of such incidents as occur in every play of the period and could be multiplied ad infinitum.
Or perhaps, the domestic incidents chosen by the dramatist may centre round the more intimate relations existing between husband and wife. Cumberland's "Brothers" gives us an eminently diverting, if somewhat extravagant, picture of the terrible sufferings of Sir Benjamin Dove, the hen-pecked husband, received at the hands of that shrewish martinet his wife. In another play ·) by the same author, Mr. and Mrs. Wrangle, who have been married against their inclination by the imperious will of a father, and who are really living in a state of connubial misery and mutual detestation, because they dare not confess it to their friends and relations, are compelled to masquerade before the world in the rule of a pair of turtle doves, enjoying an ecstatic superabundance of domestic felicity and matrimonial bliss. Similar harsh relations exist between Mordent and Lady Anne in Holcroft's "Deserted Daughter".
Another frequent "motif" in the plays of the sentimental school, and one which we have previously seen in Gibber's "Careless Husband", is the reform of a wayward, if not libertine husband, by the patient, uncomplaining, forbearance and kind and considerate attention of his wife. Lady Anne, in the above-mentioned play by Holcroft, so wins over her husband Mordent; Sabina Eosny, Lord Sensitive, in "First Love", and Lady Woodville, her husband, in "The Wheel of Fortune". TEMDER 4 PATHETIC Such domestic themes as compose the SCENES.
p} ots O f th ese comedies, very naturally lend themselves to the introduction of tender and touching scenes, and also afford ample opportunity for the display of moral maxims, in character almost verging upon curtain lectures. Of the latter, more shall be said when speaking of the general didactic tendency of the plays of the sentimental school. The ») "First Love". characteristic, dramatic method of these comedy-writers, that of portraying innocent virtue in distress, would alone give their plays a pathetic tone; but in addition to this, no sentimental comedy of the time is without scenes wherein some leading character, in whom we should be interested, is placed in most peculiarly distressful circumstances. Every play is full of them: Kelly's "False Delicacy" alone, would readily supply at least a dozen: but it must suffice, however, to refer only to one or two.
The first shall be taken from Cumberland's "False Impressions", the martyr-heroine of which is Emily. Emily is passionately in love with an eligible gallant named Algernon, who not only fully reciprocates her passion, but has also had the good fortune to rescue her on a previous occasion from a most dishonourable attack. Emily's father, however, resolutely forbids her to marry her benefactor, and furthermore stupidly insists upon her promising to accept another lover whom she has not even seen. In addition to this, she at length discovers this proposed lover to be the very man who instigated, if not actually made, that dishonourable attack from which she was opportunely rescued. Holcroft's "Deserted Daughter" furnishes an equally affecting scene. Joanna, a noble and virtuous girl, whom her father for private reasons has not the moral courage to acknowledge, is unwittingly conveyed to the house of one, Mrs. Enfield, whom she eventually discovers to be a common procuress. A precisely similar situation occurs in Cumberland's "Fashionable Lover". To such characters as Joanna and Miss Aubrey, no other situation can be so painful; such circumstances wound their feelings where they are the most sensitive and tender, for that which they cherish most dearly, their virtue, is being put to the hazard.
The scenes in \vhich the hero or heroine is represented as innocently suffering, are by no means the only incidents which furnish a sentimental or pathetic interest. The fifth acts of these plays are rarely without the conversions of the few wicked characters which the dramatist sparingly allows himself, whose expressions of repentance and remorse are often of a touching nature. Or again, perhaps, we are asked to witness the meeting of parent and child, husband and wife, after a long period of separation, or to listen to an expression of gratitude for friendly benevolence. On another occasion, it may be the rapturous union of a pair of lovers, who have at length succeeded in removing every barrier, which the dramatist seizes, and upon which he expends all his powers of sentimental analysis and portrayal.
Although to modern readers such scenes as these appear, some extremely effeminate and sentimental, others quite ludicrous, and others again even disgusting, we have every reason to believe that these were the portions which gained for such plays that surprising popularity undoubtedly enjoyed by them. The public had a passing taste for sentiment: the dramatists provided for it, and they had their reward: the novelists Richardson and Sterne also ministered to it, and their works too gained a similar popularity. LACK of ORIGIMALITY.
During even a casual perusal of the plays of Kelly and Cumberland, one cannot fail to observe a poverty of invention, a lack of originality, and little dexterity in the manipulation of the intrigue. The dramatists appear to have experienced great difficulty in devising real action, since the exposition and the long-winded speeches of many of the characters largely fill up their scenes: in this respect Kelly is the worst offender. At the beginning of the play, they do not give us rapidly and vividly an exact idea of the situation, nor place us at the proper point of view, but leave us in a state of uninteresting bewilderment, totally unable to explain the actions of certain characters, until a further revelation of facts is made nearer the end of the play. LITTLE VARIETY Moreover these plays are most lamentably in limited in their plot-motifs, since the same PLOT "MOTIF".
springs of action occur again and again. Most frequently the plays do not embrace one progressive action which is complicated and finally resolved; but, sometimes the action seems to halt, at other times delayed portions of the exposition fill the scene, and what real complication does take place, is almost invariably based upon such a misunderstanding as cannot, in consistency with dramatic truth (except in farce), persist long. Almost every play of this school is not a comedy, but a tragedy of errors; so that it would scarcely be hazardous to venture the statement, that were all the action arising out of these misunderstandings, mistaken identities, and disguises removed, little real action would remain. This is particularly noticeable in such a play as Cumberland's "West Indian". Belcour, The West Indian, is continually being duped by Mrs. Fulmer. On one occasion she has told him that Louisa, with whom he is in love, is not really Charles' sister, but only his mistress and passing under the name of sister, upon which information Belcour bases his treatment of her, with such disastrous consequences as may readily be imagined. On another occasion, having entrusted for delivery to Louisa, some precious jewels to the same villainous Mrs. Fulmer, who promptly appropriates them, he proceeds upon the assumption that they have safely reached their destination, and again is plunged into a medley of mistakes and misunderstandings. LACK of UNITY.
The plots of many of these comedies in addition to having little or no unity of design most deplorably lack any unity of interest. The underplots most frequently are only slightly and accidentally connected with the main theme, contribute but little to the main action, and but serve to dissipate any, central absorbing interest which the opening of the play may have aroused. The weakness of the playwright is seen in the first few scenes which should awaken this central interest, but which fail to do so, rarely if ever striking the key-note of the play. The relation between the characters and the plot is a most unreal one; for we do not feel the events of the plot to be reactions of the characters upon their circumstances, but the plan of action seems to have been conceived and forced, without due consideration of the characters taking part. In short, we do not see the action organically evolving itself, but are conscious of some interfering external force; we are suspicious of a performer behind the scenes pulling the strings of his marionettes. WEAK οέΝοΰιίΕΝτ.
By far the weakest point, however, in the plot-structure of these sentimental dramas, is the na'ively summary and obviously violent way in which the denoument is effected. The dramatist makes no serious attempt to untie the knot: he cuts it. In the fifth act of each play all the difficulties receive a happy adjustment, which is usually effected in a violent manner entirely untrue to nature. Here the libertine husband is conveniently reformed; his short-comings and past sins are complacently forgotten and forgiven by his wife, and a kind of "fee bienfaisante", a wealthy character who is the personification of good-nature and benevolence, most generously removes those barriers which alone have prevented the union of the contracted couple. Varland t), by exposing the villainy of a lawyer, produces a will whereby Louisa is provided with a dowry; Penruddock 2 ) settles a fortune upon Harry Woodville, Sheva 3 ), the Jew, upon Miss Radcliffe, Captain Ironsides 4 ) upon Belfield Jun., Sir Oliver Montrath 5 ) upon Algernon, Cecil 6 ) upon Miss Marchmont, and so each thereby removes at last the only barrier which has been impeding the marriage of a pair of happy lovers.
DIRECT &, INDIRECT DIDACTICISM.
"Write moral-plays -the blockhead -why good people You'll soon expect this house to wear a steeple; For our fine piece to let you into facts, Is quite a sermon only preached in Acts." Such is David Garrick's facetious but by no means injudicial criticism of Kelly's "False Delicacy", made in his prologue to the play. Kelly and Cumberland frequently stated that they hoped to impart useful instruction in their plays: we are therefore not surprised to find that they possess a decidedly didactic tone. Scenes are frequently introduced in order to expose certain social evils of the time, either by portraying such situations or events, or by making the dialogue take the form of a discussion upon such topics. It is quite characteristic of Cumberland (the same may be said of Kelly in a less degree) that he seizes with the greatest avidity every conceivable opportunity for exposing those social evils. The campaign which Addison, Steele and Cibber had commenced, and vigorously carried on, was chiefly directed against the pernicious practice of duelling, which in eighteenth-century Europe had become a formidable evil and which at the present day has scarcely been obliterated. Of the seven plays by Cumberland to which reference has chiefly been made, five contain scenes into which a duel is introduced, while the two remaining ones possess conversations in which it is denominated 0 "West Indian". murder and spoken of in terms of unqualified reproach and condemnation. "A Word to the Wise" introduces a similar scene; in "The School for Wives" the duel forms the subject of another somewhat lengtly homily in dialogue; Holcroft in "The Deserted Daughter" treats of the same subject, while of contemporary French plays introducing this topic, Beaumarchais' "Le Philosophe sans le savoir" may be mentioned as a typical example.
To fail to respond to a challenge had come to be regarded as a dishonourable course of action: the problem, therefore, before dramatists was how to devise an honourable method of withdrawal from a meeting by challenge, or at least of avoiding a fatal termination. Various methods of evasion are adopted; but in no case, as far as we have examined these plays, is the duel allowed to terminate fatally. In many cases the playwright allows one of the combatants to wound his colleague so seriously that his life is despaired of, and then expends all his efforts upon depicting the deep and burning remorse which torments the aggressor. On another occasion one of the combatants may be represented so skilful in the use of his rapier as to be able, by a dexterous pass, to entirely disarm his opponent. In another instance pistols are the weapons chosen and the one who has received the challenge, since he entirely disagrees with the practice but is in honour bound to meet his opponent, refuses to cock his weapon; his opponent notices this and declares that he will not commit murder. After this satisfactory explanations follow and they both, recognising that the whole trouble has arisen out of a mutual misunderstanding, are equally grateful for the reconciliation.
In "The Wheel of Fortune' 7 it is the folly of gaming, which in the character of Woodville, Cumberland is anxious to emphasize, and in "The Choleric Man", says Mr. Millar, "his hits at the game laws" are so pungent and frequent " that they remain more deeply imbedded in the memory than either its plot or its personages." These comedies also are full of long-winded homiletic dialogues, in which the characters are made to discuss the ethical quality of a certain course of conduct, and which invariably end in the more virtuous altercator thoroughly convincing his opponent, who at last grudgingly repents. " If a man was to be hanged or married, out came a sentiment. If the butler was drunk or the chambermaid impudent, listen to a sentiment"; and at the close of the play, "forward came every individual actor and actress and suspended the fall of the curtain with a sentiment." FAILURE IN CHARACTER.
In the creation of characters, the dramatists own more particular province, the comedies of Kelly and Cumberland most signally failed. This weakness, as far as can be judged by contemporary accounts of and references to these plays, does not appear to have met with severe censure; but we are rather led to believe that psychological skill in the analysis and portrayal of character was neither duly appreciated nor demanded by the theatre-going public of the time. The dramatists had other means of enlisting the sympathies and interests of their audience; domestic problems were intrinsically interesting to them, sentimental and pathetic scenes appealed to their susceptible if somewhat shallow-hearted natures, and an abstract treatment of questions of evil and suffering, made a strong emotional appeal to them. MONOTOMY of the Upon reading consecutively several of these CHARACTERS.
comedies, one is strongly impressed with the monotonous recurrence of the same character (if it may be so called) again and again, and no individual character remains infixed in the memory. The great characters of fiction, Shylock, Falstaff, Don Quixote, Tartuffe, Tom Jones, Mr. Micawber, have taken as real a place in the public memory as any real historical personage of a bye-gone age. Others again, among whom might be mentioned the characters of Ben Jonson's plays, of the Restoration Comedy writers, of Goldsmith's and Sheridan's dramas, not having reached such a wide-spread popularity, meet with reference only among people of a somewhat higher culture than that possessed by the public at large. Not even in the latter class do we find any of the personages of Kelly's and Cumberland's comedies, which have one and all sunk into a well-merited oblivion. Strictly speaking we should not call these figures characters at all; for they are usually quite devoid of the chief features which necessarily constitute a dramatic character, and often are little better than mere " portes-paroles". If we regard sentimental comedy as a comedy of types, we are almost compelled to admit that the types have been reduced to two, the good aud the bad; for OTlaherty, Penruddock, Macleod and the remainder of their clan, can be quite algebraically expressed by χ and Mrs. Fulmer, Weasel and Belfield Sen., with their companions in villainy, may be similarly designated by y. Such a broad statement as this of course can only be true in general: indeed feeble exceptions are not infrequent. The dramatists' well-intentioned, though (as it proved) banal persistence in this attempt to moralize the stage, was in a very large measure accountable for most of their failures. We have previously seen that their plots are designed to specially emphasize some moral truth: their characters are specially drawn to exemplify virtue, and to fit the plot which has been designed to work out a pre-conceived moral aim. ABSTRACT MATURE of the To portray a character that shall CHARACTERS.
specially exemplify some moral excellence, and yet remain true to nature, makes large demands upon the dramatist's genius; but to conceive a character that shall be blameless, yet life-like, is well-nigh impossible. In their attempts to put upon the stage virtues personified, Kelly and Cumberland have robbed their characters of much of their human interest, and have often given us personages little better than the abstractions of the old Morality play. In their desire to portray moral perfection they have lost sight of the humanity of their characters -Jiumanum est errare. In thinking of the moral value of human nature we are making an abstraction, and to consider that as the sole element of man's nature is to make a serious mistake; for a man may have comparatively little or no moral sense, and yet by sheer intellectual superiority and consciousness of power gain our interest, if not our sympathy: it is so with Shakspere's Richard III. The intellectual and volitional side of human character, however, is almost entirely neglected in these sentimental comedies.
The exceedingly shallow psychology of this school of drama, appears to be based upon the idea that man's innate tendency is towards good; for the characters do what is right by spasmodic impulses, for which no sufficient motive can be found. What a wealth of interest does the dramatist sacrifice by so conceiving his characters? Those mental conflicts, in which passion, or love, or pleasure, combats duty or reason, in which a man's generous impulses and more highly spiritual nature are pitted against the allurements of material or sensual pleasures, in fine, all those delicate and masterly strokes of portraiture which betoken the highest dramatic genius, are totally absent. Virtue and vice, abstract and absolute, do not exist in human nature, but are manifested in the excellences and weaknesses, in crotchets and foibles, and in all those shades of character which are found in such infinite variety in human life. LACK of CONTINUITY ft, In order to bring about the desired CONSISTENCY.
denoüment, it is imperative that on certain occasions a character should act in a certain definite manner; but at the same time most of the actions of that character should ultimately be capable of explanation by a consideration of its main features and the circumstances under which it is acting. In the comedies under discussion, however, many of the actions of the leading personages are either not expressive of character at all, or are out of keeping with their chief characteristics as conceived and set forth in former scenes of the same play. Personages so treated, are essentially quite devoid of consistency and continuity. The application of so general a critical statement of course, must be far from universal. The antithesis between Mrs. Harley, the sprightly widow and Lady Betty Lambdon, the typical lady of sensibility, in Kelly's "False Delicacy", is remarkably well sustained throughout the play. Cumberland too, often makes an attempt to create a character who shall be something of a crank, and not infrequently succeeds, upon its first introduction in infusing into the person a little Jonsonian * humour'; but this entirely disappears upon its third or fourth appearance and the character is then left as weak and colourless as its fellows.
OTHER FAILINGS In dramatic figures which lack those first IN essentials, continuity and consistency, it
CHARACTERISATION.
^^ be f()lly ^ ^j, for ^ highest mark of dramatic genius -the power to portray character development. The dramatic expression of character-development is most intimately and essentially dependent upon those finer touches which reveal to us a man's motives for actions, his intellectual and emotional resources, and whose development consists in a fostering of the finer and more generous elements in his nature, and in an inhibition of selfish and evil impulses: if the development be in the direction of degeneration the reverse of this process takes place. In the comedies of Cumberland and Kelly, however, many of the actions are umnotived, unrestrained, extraordinary, and, doing great violence to nature, make excessive demands upon the chief characters.
Another feature of the characters of these plays, which further tends to obliterate their identity, is the violent and unprepared reformations and conversions which so frequently take place. The dramatist, in desiring to paint life as it ought to be, usually finds it necessary in the fifth act of each play to represent those few wicked characters which he has grudgingly allowed himself, repentant and reformed. To portray a complete revolution in character without destroying its identity requires the most careful preparation and skilful handling of which dramatic genius is capable: in this however Kelly and Cumberland entirely fail. In Cumberland's "First Love", Lord Sensitive, the rake, and Lord Sensitive, the reformed, are two entirely different personages, and there is no transitional Lord Sensitive to lead us from one to the other. At a certain point in the fifth act of these plays the villain is naively replaced by an angel; some sudden impulse, a pang of remorse, or the momentary reminiscence of some past event, immediately gives birth to a generous resolve which is then and there fully accomplished with little difficulty. Even a limited experience of life testifies that such a process is totally alien to the natural course whereby, after many failures in the attempt, confirmed habits are eventually broken and new ones slowly established. From the works of Kelly and Cumberland it would be possible to cite a host of examples of such indiscriminate revolutions in character, but we must be content with referring to a few.
Lady Cypress, during the first four acts of Cumberland's " False Impressions", is represented as Emily's stern and shrewish guardian, and as treating Emily's lover most harshly; but in the fifth act. to meet the exigencies of the plot, without any premonitions she immediately relents her previous harsh conduct, and most unaccountably lavishes her generosity upon all around.
In many cases the apparent alteration in conduct cannot be called in any sense a sincere repentance or reform, although, as is evident from the new attitude taken up by the other characters, the dramatist himself regarded it in such a light. Let us examine the case of Lord Sensitive in Cumberland's "First Love", for it is quite typical of very many more. Lady Ruby is a widow who has recently succeeded to a large fortune, and to whom Lord Sensitive, having deserted his wife and left her in Italy, is persistently paying his addresses. In the fifth act, Lady Ruby, having at length become acquainted with Lord Sensitive's disgraceful history, contrives a meeting for him and his wife, who in the course of the play has arrived in England. Upon this surprise, Lord Sensitive endeavours to extricate himself from such an awkward situation with as much grace as possible, and therefore makes an extravagant declaration of penitence, and once more embraces his forsaken consort. In short, he saw that all hope of winning Lady Ruby and her fortune was gone, that his villainy was discovered, and that the only safe and expedient line of conduct open to him was to assume penitence, and pretend to reform. A precisely similar event takes place between Belfield Sen. and his deserted wife Violetta, in "The Brothers".
Another most unaccountable and violent change in character is seen in the person of Sir Benjamin Dove, in Cumberland's "Brothers": a play which is in many respects a most feeble echo of parts of Shakspere's "Taming of the Shrew" and "Much Ado". During the greater part of his married life, Sir Benjamin Dove has servilely obeyed the most tyrannous mandates of his snappish wife, and led the life of a most abject slave. On one occasion she compels him to send a challenge to Captain Ironsides, and they accordingly meet: but being old friends Sir Benjamin explains his position to the Captain, treats the matter as a joke, and then vows to his wife that, having once asserted his courage, he is determined to be the absolute monarch of his own house. He now commences to tame his shrew, and to the end of the play, pompously, yet amusingly, demands from her that slavish obedience which she formerly had succeeded in exacting from him. Like Petruchio he succeeds.
Regarding, as we do, the function of comedy as being "to hold the mirror up to nature", we are compelled to admit that the comedies of Kelly and Cumberland fall far short of performing their legitimate function; or at least, the mirror which they held up must have been a singularly irregular and unfaithful one, for the image which it presents to us, is violently distorted and strikingly unreal. This is an inevitable result of their dramatic method, for to give us a true picture they must draw from the life, and not construct a conventional world intended to exemplify a preconceived moral. In short, they lost sight of the aesthetic end of art, in too closely considering their moral purpose. under discussion three THREE CHIEF CHARACTERS THE SAME types of character almost invariably IN EACH PLAY.
appear; the hero, the dramatist's ideal of a young man, a kind of eighteenth-century "edition de luxe" of the mediaeval Sir Galahad, the heroine, whose chief business seems to be to get into difficulties, and an elderly man whose special function is to resolve the complication of the plot. The former pair are always passionately in love with each other, are of an entirely unpractical nature, lead a romantic existence, and make little effort to overcome their difficulties. They appear to stand apart from the rest of the characters, and are exceptionally lacking in human interest.
But it is the third of these characters which strikes a discordant note, sufficient of itself to destroy the harmony of the whole, if there were any such harmony; and it is here that the dramatist's moral purpose most directly mars his play as a work of art. He recognises that certain types of character, such as the Jew, the Irishman, the bookworm and the Scot, have been the conspicuous butts of the Comic Muse ; that upon them the full weight of stage ridicule has fallen; that such ridicule has often been in part, or wholly, unjust, the malign offspring of racial and social prejudices; and therefore, animated by a most praiseworthy, yet mistaken motive, he determines to provide an antidote to this pernicious poison which has been coursing through the veins of public opinion. In order to achieve this, he considers it to be absolutely necessary to portray such despised personages, not as they really are, but the exact antitheses of what they have been usually represented; as especially rich in those moral qualities (intellectual qualities Anglia. N. F. XVIII. 20
he fails to recognise) in which they have been portrayed as deficient. Since Barabas and Shylock, the name Jew had become synonymous with avarice and cruelty: in Cumberland's estimation the antidote was to paint Sheva the perfection of mercy, gratitude, and generosity. Now characters which have lived upon the stage and been recognised universally as lifelike, must be really true to nature; for, if their continued popularity were simply due to the fact that the dramatist had painted them from the same prejudicial point of view from which his audience saw them, as time went on and such prejudices decayed, these characters would have ceased to appeal to us. But Kelly and Cumberland lost sight of their true artistic purpose, the painting of life, and produced personified abstractions which we can neither love nor hate, despise nor imitate. ROMAMTIC INTEREST.
We have attempted to trace the development of sentimental comedy from the plays of the Restoration school, themselves a continuation of the Jonsonian tradition; but as this development proceeded, comedy took upon itself more and more of romantic interest.
In a previous chapter we have referred to the revival of Shaksperean and other Elizabethan comedies, which took place during the first sixty or seventy years of the eighteenth century: the influence of this movement, upon the work of Cumberland at least, is not difficult to trace. It was this which gave Sheridan such a splendid opportunity for pillorying Cumberland, under the title of "Sir Fretful Plagiary" in "The Critic"; and which justified him in speaking of the sentimentalist as one, "whose imitations of Shakspere resembled the mimicry of Falstaffs page". Of the true spirit of Shaksperean drama, with its masterly portraiture of character, these eighteenth-century comedy writers did not catch the faintest breath; but only succeeded in absurdly mimicking those mechanical plot-devices, which their great predecessor had carelessly taken from inferior originals, and so wonderfully glorified in making use of them. We have already observed that Cibber, ever a thrifty borrower and adapter, made use of two of Beaumont and Fletcher's plays, in constructing his "Love Makes the Man"; that Cumberland, on more than one occasion, introduces the device of disguising a woman in male attire, when there is absolutely no necessity for it; that Petruchio suggested Sir Benjamin Dove, and that the heroine and villain in "The Brothers", were perhaps not unindebted to Hero and Don John of "Much Ado": but, wherever these Shaksperean echoes occur, we feel them to be entirely tasteless and out of place, and are compelled to concur with Sheridan's wittily expressed, yet none the less just criticism.
The fundamental plot-device of Shakspere's "Comedy of Errors", is repeated in some form or other in every play by Cumberland; for, as we have already noticed, almost all the action of his plays is entirely dependent upon misunderstandings and mistakes of identity. In the weakness of their inventive power, Kelly and Cumberland have not only invariably relied upon this device, but in the majority of cases have stretched the mistakes and misunderstandings far beyond the bounds of probability. A mistake or misunderstanding in real life does not usually persist very long; but in the comedies under discussion, the mistakes are invariably prolonged ad absurdum, and moreover, being intermingled with serious and pathetic incidents, they give to the whole a strange air of hetereogeneity. In farce we permit them, and the more absurd the mistakes, the more the fun: but in a drama which professes to teach by example a serious lesson, they seem strangely out of place.
Of romantic, as distinguished from farcical incident, the plays are also full. In many instances we have personages introduced who for years have lived across the seas, yet notwithstanding this, most opportunely arrive to solve some difficulty when their presence is needed. Or again perhaps, a disconsolate lover cannot visit his mistress because of the commands of her guardian, and therefore falls back upon the time-honoured device of the romances, and enters her presence disguised as a servant. On other occasions, Sabina Rosny and Violetta, deserted brides, most unaccountably arrive in England just in time to overthrow their husbands' schemes of villainy. Now in comedy which claims to portray scenes from ordinary life, which professes to show how people in like circumstances to our own should act, it is highly essential that the heroic and romantic should give place to the realistic and natural; for the cumulative effect of such romantic 20* incidents as we have referred to in the preceding pages, cannot be other than to stagger our belief. EXPLANATION OF THEIR POPULARITY Our criticism of these sentimen-IN THE isth CENTURY.
tal comedies up to this point has of necessity been largely depreciatory; for between them, with their feeble psychology, their superabundance of moralizing, their abstract treatment of good and evil, and the modern public, there is no bond of sympathy: the characters fail to gain our interest and the preaching fatigues us. How then are we to account for that immense popularity which these plays undoubtedly enjoyed?
Between the plays and their public there must have existed some bond of sympathy capable of arousing interest, which now has disappeared. That bond of sympathy, which has left its impress upon our literature and sunk into significance in our national character, was the peculiar trait of 'sensibility'. It would be an exceedingly long and difficult task to trace the growth of this attitude of mind out of the philosophical and religious thought of the seventeenth century; but, M. Lanson, who has performed such a task at some length in relation to French literature, has summarised his valuable researches in the following illuminative passage; -"Voilä par quelle combinaison, par quelle action reciproque le christianisme, le cartesianisme, la galanterie frangaise, la philosophic sensualiste, 1'esprit d'analyse scientifique, le scepticisme religieux et la corruption des moeurs aboutirent, au commencement du xviii 0 siöcle, ä ce produit singulier auquel on applique dans un sens tres special le nom de sensibilite."
This 'sensibility' was the most precious virtue which these sentimental people prided themselves upon possessing: Kelly's characters possess it in a more marked degree than Cumberland's, and the ladies more than the gentlemen. Many of the characters themselves refer to it by name, and, from the contexts in which these references occur, it is clearly evident that it was esteemed an exceedingly desirable quality: e. g. (we quote from "False Impressions") "Emily. Dear Madam, speak more kindly to your nephew, how can you oppress a youth of his sensibility."
The ultimate element of this 'sensibility' is pure egoism; for these persons of sensibility do not so much love and sympathize with objects and persons, as love and sympathize with themselves, in those objects and persons. The expression of sympathy aroused in them a pleasurable emotion something akin to that awakened by a beautiful object, and therefore they delighted to sympathize with people in distress, because it gave them such self-gratification.
This mental attitude manifested itself in several ways; the most obvious of which, is the readiness with which the characters possessing it could shed tears. Misfortunes, great and small, real and imaginary, and even distress in the abstract, would awaken violent emotions; but since the springs of feeling were near the surface, they were readily agitated, soon allayed, and, not being under the control of the will, rarely if ever resulted in anything beyond spasmodic impulses. Moreover, emotional expression being regarded as an estimable quality, little or no attempt was made to confine it within reasonable limits, but on the contrary it was too often ostentatious and fictitious.
Again, this 'sensibility' betrays itself in a somewhat frequent indulgence in morbid introspection. When persons* emotional states had become objects of absorbing interest to them, it was quite natural that they should contemplate them too closely, and place far too much reliance upon them for guidance in life. In these plays, a character very frequently stops to analyse and minutely describe, his or her varying feelings: e. g. Louisa.
1 ) "Think of him no more! Well Γ11 obey; but if a wandering uninvited thought should creep by chance into my bosom, must I not give the harmless wretch a shelter? Oh) yes; the great artificer of the human heart knows every thread he wove into its fabric, nor puts his work to harder uses than it was made to bear: my wishes then, my guiltless ones I mean are free: how first they spring within me at that sentence! Down, down, ye busy creatures! Whither would you carry me? Ah! there is one amongst you, a forward new intruder, that, in the likeness of an offending generous man, grows into favour with my heart. Fy, Fy, upon it! Belcour pursues, insults me; yet such is the fatality of my condition, that what should rouse resentment, ') "West Indian". only calls up love." The characters of these plays, like Richardson's heroines, fail to see life on all its sides; and by contemplating their own distress considerably magnify it, yet seek no rational means of alleviating it. They delight in pitying the unfortunate, but never strive to render substantial aid; for they much prefer that misery should exist in order to give them the opportunity of indulging in the luxury of grief. Scarcely any of the characters found in these comedies, except the few villains whom the dramatists would fain have dispensed with, but could not, are capable of taking a practical course of consistent action when critical situations occur: with them, "the native hue of resolution Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought." Nor must we regard their generosity, philanthropy, and benevolence, as the outcome of an altruistic temperament or as the result of a high ideal of duty; but rather, as again springing from their desire for emotional satisfaction. They were generous and philanthropic that they might reflect thereon, and such reflection awakened those pleasurable emotions which they delighted to experience: in short, they cultivated their i sensibility'. This then, is the secret of the dramatists 1 success; they painted characters full of * sensibility', that new virtue which had just become so popular and in which the public delighted to indulge, and thereby satisfied the public taste. This was what an eighteenth-century audience, which cared little for psychology, keenly demanded: a modern reader asks for psychology and despises sensibility. Again, the abstract treatment of evil and distress, in people of sensibility was capable of giving pleasure, since it awakened strong emotions: in our times however, it entirely fails to seize our imagination, leaves us icy cold, and most often wearies us exceedingly. And finally, we must remember that to people who had not yet been wearied by thousands of sentimental novels, domestic topics, drawn from the life of middle-class society, which then had not been exhaustively treated, could not fail to come very near home and prove intrinsically interesting. THEIR GENERAL STYLE.
The general style of these plays is very much akin to the style of their plot and characterization; we see in it a certain air of affectation, sentimentality, and unnaturalness, while the dialogue is most unskilfully managed; for the speeches of the characters not infrequently developing into lengthy homilies upon some moral topic, totally unsuited to the character, obviously directed at the audience, and to us at least, of little intrinsic interest, thus entirely lose their dramatic character. There appears everywhere a studied avoidance of the normal expressions of ordinary mortals, and an obvious striving after epithets expressive of strong emotion, which often lead the writer to perpetrate glaring absurdities. Such absurdity is seen in the excessive use of apostrophe, exclamation, and aposiopesis, with which the writer invariably staccatos his dialogue. Or again perhaps, the hero addresses his lady-love in the following fashion; "Dissolving softness! Oh the drowning joy! Happy, happy, he that sips eternally such nectar down, that unconfined may lave and wanton there in sateless draughts of ever springing beauty." Another character speaks of God as " the great artificer of the human heart", of his father as "the dear author of my life,' and on two supposedly tragic occasions, exclaims, "I am all surprise" and "I am dumb with horror". Clearly all this is excessively affected and absurd. One other noticeable feature more particularly seen in the works of Gibber and Cumberland, is that on certain occasions, when the speeches are intended to be especially lofty in sentiment and dignified in expression, the prose seems to fall into a kind of iambic rhythm, not unlike weak blank-verse.
In this brief and inadequate attempt to survey the work of Kelly and Cumberland, its chief blemishes, such as lack of plot-unity, weak denoument, and empty and uninteresting characterization, have been shown to be due in some measure to their anxiety to reform the stage, to the pursuing of a moral aim rather than an aesthetic one. For the failure of their work as comedies were they compensated by the achievement of their moral aim? The answer must be largely negative; for they cannot in any sense be said to have exerted a great moral force for good, whereas their work did accelerate the decadence of the drama. However, we must remember that at least they banished from the stage the license of the preceding era, and also made an appreciable effect upon public opinion in respect to such questions as gaming and the duel.
RELATION το FRENCH
There still remains another topic for coMtoiE LARioYANTE. consideration, since any treatment of "English Sentimental Comedy" would be incomplete without at least a summary reference to a similar and almost contemporary development of the French drama. The extent of the indebtedness of English sentimental comedy to the work of La Chausee's school is somewhat difficult to estimate, but has probably been greatly exaggerated. In characterizing Kelly's plays as "all of the larmoyante sentimental class recently introduced from France", 1 ) "that charmingly inaccurate writer", Mr. Gosse, is manifestly conveying by means of his last phrase far too absolute an idea of the French influence; for, a much more accurate attitude in which to regard the relation betweep the English and French schools of Sentimental Comedy, is to consider them as parallel developments, arising out of more or less similar influences, and at certain points influencing each other; and although special French plays have furnished plots for Vanbrugh, Cibber, Steele, and the later comedy-writers, we must not be led to overlook the great reciprocal influence exerted upon the continent by Richardson's novels, Sterne's "Sentimental Journey", and the melodramas of Lillo and Moore.
In speaking of Vanbrugh's "^Esop", we remarked that the English dramatist was entirely indebted to Boursault for the whole of the sentimental and didactic portions of his play; but this is an isolated example; and a little later we find that sentimental interests had already entered into the works of Cibber and Steele, culminating in "The Conscious Lovers", before the earliest representatives of fully-developed, French "comedie larmoyante" were produced. The majority of La Chausee's work, chronologically occupies a position between "The Conscious Lovers" and the plays of Cumberland and Kelly, and no doubt gave some impulse to the movement, already started in those comedies of a transitional character produced by Cibber and Steele. A little later Holcroft visited Paris and ardently admired and diligently studied the works *) Gosse. "18th Century lit": Kelly's works consist of 3 comedies, a 3 act farce, a verse tragedy, and a satire on actors, "Thespis". Mr. Gosse speaks of his 5 sentimental comedies.
of Beaumarchais, who in "Eugenie" and "Deux Amis" had followed in the wake of La Chaussee.
The course of development of French "comedie larmoyante" also bears a striking similarity to that of English sentimental comedy. Boursault, Peron, and Destouches, had led the way for La Chaussee, while the latter in his early work, such as "Prejuge ä la Mode", still retained some comic scenes; but in Melanide (produced in 1741) these disappeared and "le pathetique regna seul". Voltaire, who scorned this bastard kind, nevertheless had introduced into "L'Enfant Prodigue", "Nanine", and "L'Ecossaise", some touching scenes, and so was compelled to admit having written at least "comedie attendrissante". From Diderot the new i genre' received support both by way of imitation in "Le Fils Natural" and "Le pere de famille", and also by a critical defence in his "Dissertation sur le Poeme Dramatique", while Beaumarchais and Sedaine (in his "Philosophe sans le Savoir") also contributed comedies of this new type.
Their purposes and dramatic methods too, were strikingly similar to those of their English contemporaries, except that the French plays were still more sentimental and 'larmoyante'; so that we are told, "II ne s'agit plus maintenant de faire rire les honnetes gens par le spectacle des ridicules de Vhumanite, il faut les emouvoir et par suite les instruire, par Tetalage constant de la vertu malheureuse."
! ) The writers of comedie larmoyante, like their English contemporaries, also sought to glorify virtue and family life, and to attack the vices of society. Sedaine, for example, in "Le Philosophe sans le Savoir", takes up the subject upon which Addison and Steele, as well as the English sentimental-comedy writers, were never tired of expatiating -the duel: concerning which M. Petit de Julleville's history of French literature remarks: "La Chaussee attaque par Temotion un ridicule que n'avaient pas aft'aibli les traits frequents des poetes comiques et Teloquence d'un Destouches. II reussit."
Such a parallel as is found between the respective developments of English and French sentimental comedy, is but another example which brings home to us most forcibly the truth of Matthew Arnold's statement, that "the criticism which alone can much help us for the future, is a criticism which regards Europe as being, for intellectual and spiritual purposes, one great confederation, bound to a joint action and working to a common result."
CHAPTER IV.
THE RETURN TO A TRUER CONCEPTION OF COMEDY.
GOLDSMITH AND SHERIDAN.
I. Kivalry of "False Delicacy" and "The Good-natured Man". II. Foote. ΙΠ. "She Stoops to Conquer". IV. Sheridan. -"The Critic". V. Conclusion.
Our treatment of sentimental comedy has largely taken the form, as it were, of a pathological study in the morbid anatomy of the body dramatic; and although it should be none the less interesting or valuable on this account, it is nevertheless a pleasant relief to find the drama once more regaining, by virtue of such sanative influences as the refreshing breath of Goldsmith's abundant humour and the sunny brightness of Sheridan's wit, its wonted vigour of physique.
Great as the popularity of these sentimental comedies had been, they were soon to be dethroned by the works of Goldsmith and Sheridan ; the former of whom was the first to win back the public to a truer taste.
The firSt retum t0 hUmOUr RIVALRY of «FALSE DELICACY» and character in comedy was made when -THE GOOD-NATURED «AH».
in 1768 u The Good -natured Man" was produced. Many weeks before the appearance of "False Delicacy" and "The Good-natured Man", it was noised abroad that Kelly and Goldsmith were respectively about to produce two plays widely differing in character and in avowed rivalry: the one which should appear first would therefore have an immense advantage. Kelly's play was produced by Garrick six days before its more celebrated rival, which appeared under the management of Colman; whose aggravating delay Goldsmith, not without just reason, suspected of having been deliberate, and the result of his " promise given to Mr. Kelly, that it should not appear till after his nights were over". Thus Kelly was favoured on every hand; not only had he the support of Garrick's invaluable experience as a manager, exceptionally good and willing actors who were interested in the play, and a splendid prologue contributed by Garrick; but the play was of a kind the popularity of which had enormously increased during the previous quarter of a century and which was then at its zenith. "False Delicacy" was played before large and appreciative audiences for eight nights without intermission, and was only at length withdrawn because the management were solemnly pledged against running any new piece nine nights in succession. The morning after its publication three thousand copies were sold before two o'clock in the afternoon, and ten thousand more were disposed of before the end of the same season. Nor was the fame of the work confined to London and the provinces, but extended beyond The Channel; for it was soon to appear in French, German, and Portuguese versions, of which the Parisian edition had an immense circulation.
Fortunately Goldsmith was not without supporters; and it was the sympathy of "The Literary Club" alone, which, amid almost crushing difficulties, preserved him from despair; while nothing less than the dictators imperative and overbearing persistency, which few could resist, was needed to break down Colman's provoking and stubborn opposition. For "The Good Natured Man" Johnson had written a prologue beginning with the characteristically Johnsonian distich; "Prest by the load of life, the weary mind Surveys the general toil of human kind;" into which the ponderous elocutionary style of Berisley seemed to throw a melancholy gloom; Powell also, who acted Honeywood, proved a dismal failure, and the play was only just preserved from the limbo of the stage-damned, by Shuter's masterly rendering of "Croaker" and Woodward's "Lofty". The bailiff scene too gave great offence in box and pit alike, after which Shuter again came to the rescue, and by a splendid reading of Croaker's incendiary letter, restored the audience once more to its former good humour; until at last the theatre, which for some time had witnessed only sighs, and sobs, and tears, was made to resound again with full-toned, ringing peals of hearty laughter. The play was thus saved, had a fairly successful run, and in published form was sold sufficiently rapidly to be a financial success; but, in comparison with Kelly's "False Delicacy", it certainly did not take the town by storm.
Although Goldsmith's play was not a crowning success, the very fact that it had struggled through such enormous difficulties into even mediocre popularity, rendered it patent that the true comedy of humour and character was capable of becoming a formidable rival of sentimental drama. The latter 'genre' however received its death-blow from another and more insignificant quarter: it was killed by a puppet-show. FOOTE.
It was rumoured about town that the versatile Foote had another surprising novelty in hand: accordingly, on the 15th of February 1773, the Hay market Theatre was crowded to its fullest capacity, with an audience waiting in breathless excitement for the appearance of the famous farcewriter and mimic. At length Foote appeared, and informed them in sarcastically affected and sentimental tones, that " he had to offer them, a comedy, called The Handsome Housemaid, or Piety in Pattens', which was to illustrate how a maid of low degree, by the mere effects of morality and virtue, raised herself to riches and honours." "But they would not", he added, "discover much wit or humour in it; because, agreeing with the most fashionable of his brother writers, that any signs of joyful satisfaction were beneath the dignity of such an assembly as he saw before him, (roars of laughter interrupted him here) he had given up the sensual for the sentimental style." "The puppet-show proceeded" says Mr. Forster 1 ) "and sentimental comedy never recovered from the shock of that night." »SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER".
Exactly one month later, Goldsmith produced a still greater dramatic triumph, which at the present day is one of the most popular of acting plays -"She Stoops 0 Life of Goldsmith.
to Conquer". This second comedy had still greater theatrical obstacles to overcome than its predecessor; for Colman, the Covent Garden manager, persisted in propagating abroad his doleful predictions of failure, made little effort to control the actors and actresses who were in open mutiny and refused their parts, denied the author any new scenery or dresses whatever, and rejected four epilogues, only at length to accept the weakest of the five. The first title of the play, "The Mistakes of a Night", was felt to be unsatisfactory, and therefore almost on the eve of its production, the three friends Johnson, Reynolds, and Goldsmith, were racking their brains for a new title, when the author eventually decided in favour of "She Stoops to Conquer". At length the eventful 15th of March came, Goldsmith however was so much troubled in mind that he could not be prevailed upon to attend the performance; but preferred to stroll in The Mall of St. James' Park, where a friend eventually succeeded in finding him, and, upon the plea of necessity, prevailed upon him to go to the theatre in time for the fifth act.
From a dinner preceding the performance, Johnson, Iteynolds and other friends, proceeded to the theatre. At that time there was a court mourning for the King of Sardinia, accordingly every one of note appeared dressed in black; even Johnson, when reminded of it by a friend, condescended for once to adopt the general convention, so anxious was lie not to offend the audience in any way. In due course the curtain rises and Woodward, dressed in the deepest mourning, comes slowly forward, and repeats in simperingly slow and pathetic tones, Garrick's mock monody on the imminent death of comedy: with such a satirical prologue the sombre aspect of the theatre is in strangely ironical harmony.
"Excuse me Sirs, I pray -I can't yet speak -I'm crying now -and have been all the week. "T is not alone this mourning suit', good masters: 'I've that within' for which there are no plasters! Pray, would you know the reason why I'm crying? The Comic Muse, long sick, is now a dying! And if she goes, my tears will never stop; For, as a player, I can't squeeze out one drop: I give it up -morals won't do for me; To make you laugh, I must play tragedy. One hope remains: -hearing the maid was ill, A doctor comes this night to show his skill: To cheer her heart and give your muscles motion He in Five Draughts prepar'd, presents a potion -A kind of magic charm -for, be assur'd If you will swallow it, the maid is cur'd." Thus the merriment began, and throughout the piece, peal after peal of hearty laughter made the roof of Covent Garden ring and ring again. Three persons, however, seemed strangely out of place with their Dick-Doleful faces, strongly indicative of scarcely subdued resentment: they were Kelly, Cumberland, and Macpherson of Ossian notoriety. The evidence of the contemporary press amply testifies that Cumberland, who complacently plumed himself upon the invention of sentimental comedy, was manifestly in mental· torment; and entirely explodes his charmingly aprocryphal account, contained in the Memoirs, in which he insinuates that Goldsmith's play, no very praiseworthy work, was nothing less than clapped into fame, by the industrious efforts of Johnson himself, and other friends, in the role of claqueurs. To such an extent, however, had Goldsmith won the sympathy of the public, that Colman, who was openly known to have impeded the production of the play, was made the butt of public displeasure and ridicule, fled to Bath, and finally had to appeal to Goldsmith to speak in his vindication.
The contrast between the plays of the sentimental school and those of Goldsmith is as great as could well be, and the judgment of succeeding generations, which has allowed the former to sink into oblivion and has preserved the latter, testifies to the sterling worth of the humorist's work. In Goldsmith's plays, we notice characteristics in almost every case quite antithetical to the chief features of the sentimental dramas; for affectation gives place to natural ease, sensibility and sermonising to character and humour, and the dramatist, casting aside any pretence to a didactic aim, strives only to provoke innocent laughter. Of "She Stoops to Conquer", Johnson remarked, "I know of no comedy that has so much exhilarated an audience; that has answered so much the great end of comedy, making an audience merry", and we also know that this was Goldsmith's purpose; for, having noticed Sir Joshua Reynolds' confidential servant, Northcote, seated in the gallery, lustily applauding his play, he afterwards took the liberty of questioning him; "Did it make you laugh?" queried Goldsmith, "Exceedingly", replied Northcote: "Then that is all I require", retorted Goldsmith.
We have previously endeavoured to show how lamentably weak, in respect to character portrayal, the plays of Kelly and Cumberland were: but such a charge cannot be preferred against a single scene of Goldsmith's comedies. In "The Good-Natured Man", a certain sentimental interest yet clung· to the person of Honey wood: but, how healthful is the wonderful humour displayed in Croaker, Lofty, and those immortal bailiffs who have been fortunately restored again to the play! "There has not been of late", said Dr. Johnson, "a character exhibited on the stage such as that of Croaker. * False Delicacy' is totally devoid of character". Still greater, however, are the characters of "She Stoops to Conquer"; Maiiow, Mr. Hardcastle, Tony Lumpkin, and his friends of the "Three Jolly Pigeons"; and farcical as much of the incident is, it is invariably made subservient to the interpretation of character, the consistency and continuity of which are never lost sight of. Marlow with his peculiar bashfulness in the presence of such ladies as Miss Hardcastle, his arrant impudence before the supposed bar-maid, and his awkward mistakes, is a splendid comic-character; while Tony Lumpkin, the grownup naughty-boy, full of animal spirits and roguery, absurdly ignorant, yet naturally shrewd, and good-natured above all, is a favourite who always has, and always will delight the cultured and the vulgar alike. Mr. Hardcastle's instructions to his servants, the little good-natured gibe and genteel comedy made by Tony's companion at the "Three Jolly Pigeons", who declared that although he was sometimes "obligated to dance a bear" he never did it to any but "the genteelest of tunes, i Water Parted' or the 'Minuet in Ariadne'", and many other equally comic scenes, furnish the purest of disinterested mirth quite devoid of any 'arriere pensee'. SHERIDAN.
Goldsmith has thus taken up the thread of comedy where Farquhar, in "The Beaux Stratagem", had laid it down; for a similar spirit pervades the work of both dramatists: it remained for Sheridan to continue the tradition of Congreve. According to Byron, "the best comedy, the best comic opera, the best farce, the best address and the best oration", are to be placed to the account of Sheridan, and indeed his dramatic works together with Goldsmith's, are sorely needed to confer distinction upon the drama of the Johnsonian Age. "She Stoops to Conquer" was produced almost a year before the appearance of Sheridan's earliest play, and therefore, since the battle against sentimental drama had been fought and won, the historical interest attached to the appearance of these later comedies, for our present purpose, is much less than in the case of Goldsmith.
"The Rivals", appearing in 1775, and "The School for Scandal", in the following year, were both exceptionally successful: indeed, the only contemporary play which could compete with the latter was Goldsmiths "She Stoops to Conquer". Sheridan's plays however differ considerably from those of his distinguished contemporary; for his power does not so much show itself in a deep insight into human character, but rather in a portrayal of those more superficial and accidental characteristics of a personality which express themselves in manners: it is seen in Mrs. Malaprop's "derangement of epitaphs", Lydia's romantic ideas and expressions, and Sir Anthony's fits of anger, for here the deeper springs of human action remain undisturbed.
Nor again does Sheridan excel in the subtle development and interweaving of the threads of his plot, since most of his great scenes can be removed from their context, with comparatively little violence done to their meaning: and further, their individual brilliancy is such as to completely blind us to the weakness of the story. But, he has the keenest eye for a striking situation, in the portrayal of which he makes every detail tell with wonderful power: of this the screen scene, and the scene in which Careless knocks down the ancestral pictures with the family pedigree for the auctioneer's hammer, taken from the "School for Scandal", are striking examples.
Yet the most distinctive feature of all Sheridan's best work, is the unflagging energy and unsurpassed brilliancy of his wit, which shines forth with the same lustre no matter what characters are speaking. Although he has usually gained the reputation of throwing off his plays at a white heat, the greater number of his most reliable biographers are agreed that the magnificent polish of his dialogue, was the result of most careful pruning and elaboration, while he himself alleged as a reason for the non-publication of "The School for Scandal", that it was nineteen years before he was satisfied with its style. Whatever the method of composition may have been, the result is most astounding; for everything that is said appears in the most trenchent from possible, everything is most brilliant, concentrated and incisive, yet easy. The popularity of "The Rivals" and "The School for Scandal", was immense, and the latter brought back to the theatre, the finances of which, under Sheridan's unbusiness-like management had been at a low ebb, abundant prosperity once more. "THE CRITIC". Sheridan's "Critic" is perhaps the finest English burlesque of serious drama which has ever appeared; and this is high praise indeed, since we must not forget "The Knight of the Burning Pestle" and "The Rehearsal". In this delightful farce, although the satire is generally directed against the extravagances and absurdities of tragedy, many of the criticisms 302 OSBORN WATERHOÜSE, are equally apt in relation to sentimental comedy; and one is somewhat staggered to find these very absurdities so keenly satirised here, appearing in glaring form in Sheridan's later work "Pizarro".
For Cumberland as well as for his work Sheridan had a hearty contempt, and with his keen sense of the ridiculous, the latter has succeedeed in sketching an admirable caricature of this "Terence of England, the mender of hearts" -Sir Fretful Plagiary. " The mock humility with which he invites you to give a full opinion of any of his works, the petulant arrogance with which he is sure to reject your observations", his affected contempt of all newspaper criticisms and the hyper-sensitiveness and enviousness of his nature, which he strives in vain to conceal, are all brought into striking relief. There is an unconscious irony in the situation where Sir Fretful insinuates the dishonesty of the Drury Lane manager (Sheridan), which wonderfully emphasizes the plagiaristic tendency and envious nature of the speaker.
"Sir Fretful. I say nothing -I take away from no man's merit -am hurt at no man's good fortune -I say nothing -But this I will say -through all my knowledge of life, I have observed -that there is not a passion so strongly rooted in the human heart as envy.
Sneer: I believe you have reason for what you say, indeed.
Sir Fretful: Besides -I can tell you it is not always so safe to leave a play in the hands of those who write themselves.
Sneer: What, they may steal from them, hey, my dear Plagiary?
Sir Fretful: Steal! to be sure they may; and egad, serve your best thoughts as gipsies do stolen children, disfigure them to make 'em pass for their own.
Sneer: But your present work is a sacrifice to Melpomene, and he, you know, neverSir Fretful: That's no security: a dexterous plagiarist may do anything. Why, sir, for aught I know, he might take out some of the best things in my tragedy, and put them into his own comedy.
Sneer: That might be done, I dare be sworn."
Delightful too, is that other scene, in which"this "man without a skin" eagerly devours Sneer's conveniently invented account of a supposed newspaper critique of his dramatic work, and, in spite of his protestations of indifference to press criticisms, gradually loses his temper, until he finally bursts from his companions in a torrent of rage.
Early in the first scene too, he finds opportunity for heaping ridicule upon the sentimental drama with which he had no sympathy, and the absurdities of which he no doubt keenly relished. Sneer presents Dangle with a new play.
"Dangle (Reading): * Bursts into tears and exit' -What, is this a tragedy?
Sneer: No that's a genteel comedy not a translationonly taken from the French: it is written in a style which they have lately tried to run down; the true sentimental, and nothing ridiculous in it from the beginning to the end." Dangle however regrets this "moralising" of the stage and longs for the 'double-entendre' and inuendo of Vanbrugh and Congreve, while Sneer likens the modern prudery of the theatre · going public to the bashfulness of a courtesan. Sheridan also had little faith in the current delusion then gaining ascendency, as a reaction from its sentimental opposite, that the stage by heaping ridicule upon the vices of mankind, could effect a valuable moral reform. Sneer speaks of a new comedy, "as written by a particular friend of mine, who has discovered that the follies and foibles of society are subjects unworthy the notice of the comic muse, who should be taught to stoop only to the greater vices and blacker crimes of humanity -gibbeting capital offences in five acts and pillorying petty larcenies in two. -In short, his idea is to dramatize the penal laws, and make the stage a court of ease to the Old Bailey." Don Ferolo Whiskerandos and Tilburina are delightful parodies of the affectedly romantic names used in contemporary comedy, and when the valiant hero of the tragedy, for no reason whatever, appears disguised as a beefeater the aptness of the travesty is immediately apparent. Nor is it difficult to find in * serious comedy', originals which inspired the lengthy speech of Sir Walter Raleigh, wherein he tells Sir Charles Hatten what he already perfectly knows, the Shakspereau echoes and appropriations, the bombastic and 21* affected diction and the spasmodic jerks in the dialogue, contained in the burlesque. The cleverness of this satirical parody, fills us with wonder and astonishment; how much more must it have been appreciated in 1779, the year in which Cumberland's "West Indian" appeared, by an audience quite familiar with scores of examples of the absurdities satirised! CONCLUSION.
From Goldsmith and Sheridan we turn with regret, for with them the eminence of English drama finally terminates; the last three years of the century witness the 'Kotzbue' furore, and then in the nineteenth, plays successful upon the stage appear to lose their literary character, while the poetic drama of Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Shelley, is an exotic never really acclimatised. There could not be another age of Elizabethan drama, for the genius of the poets was lyric and not dramatic; but for this loss, however, we are amply compensated by the rise of the novel, for which perhaps the decline of drama may have been necessary, and by that wonderful outburst of the loftiest inspirations expressed in nineteenth-century 'romantic' poetry.
